
Evaluating Science Co-Production
ACCAP and the Alaska Fire Science Consortium are evaluating 
the process and outcomes of communicating climate science for 
application and use by wildfire managers in Alaska. The project 
analyzes the activities and effectiveness of these boundary 
organizations, including assessment of  decision-support tools 
and research co-production.

Analysis of Current and Projected Future 
Economic Effects of Climate Change in Alaska
ACCAP is partnering with the UAA Institute of Social and 
Economic Research at the University of Alaska Anchorage to 
describe the nature and scope of potential economic effects 
of climate change in Alaska over the next 30–50 years. The 
objective is to synthesize information about what is known and 
unknown about economic effects and to outline what additional 
research, data collection or information gathering is necessary 
to fill information gaps.

Fostering Socioeconomic Wellbeing in US and 
Russian Communities through Development of 
Effective Ice Jam Flood Mitigation and Disaster 
Response & Recovery Strategies
An ACCAP graduate student is investigating how to improve 
preparedness and response to annual springtime flooding in 
Alaska, the US and the Sakha Republic (Yakutia), Russia by 
developing effective and easily adaptable flood risk mitigation 
and disaster response and recovery strategies.

Our mission is to improve the ability of Alaskans to respond to a changing climate.  
We partner with stakeholders across Alaska to produce scientific information 
on climate change, foster dialogue between scientists and decision makers, and 
develop tools to help communities articulate their climate-related risks. 

Establishing a Targeted, Functional Storminess 
Indicator for the Alaska Region 
An ACCAP post-doctoral fellow is partnering with marine 
shipping communities to understand thresholds for strong wind 
events and integrate this information into applied storminess 
forecast indicators and tools for marine stakeholders. Decision 
makers engaged in marine transportation in the Alaska region 
and the North Pacific need tailored information about sailing 
conditions. Thus, there is a need for products that would enable 
“go/no-go” decisions over timescales of several days, as well as 
monthly to seasonal outlooks that would facilitate decisions 
related to scheduling and routing.

Projecting Changes to Extreme Weather and 
Climate for Alaska during the 21st Century
An ACCAP-funded PhD student is assessing extreme climate 
events in dynamical downscaling output for Alaska, based on 
regional model simulations. With a statistical understanding 
of how extreme events are projected to change for Alaska, a 
connection can be made to natural hazards and the relationship 
between exposure and human vulnerability. In Alaska, these 
natural hazards include wildfire, coastal erosion, and flooding.

Contact ACCAP
Tina Buxbaum, Program Manager  •  907-474-7812 
tmbuxbaum@alaska.edu 
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Cargo containers filled with salmon surround the Port of Bristol Bay at 
Naknek. Safe passage for all shipping is a critical component of Alaska’s 

transportation infrastructure.  (Photo: Robert McDermott)

Ice jam on the Yukon River floods the village of Eagle in 2009.   
(Photo: Ed Plumb, NOAA NWS)
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